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First Period

“Project Aeon Joining Hands”

Outline of Measures Taken during the Period 
of Establishing Initial Structures

AeonTohoku Reconstruction Hometown Forests Program

Dispatching of Volunteers

Support Activities by Each Region and Company

● Basic Concept

 
Period of Establishing
Initial Structures

Support performance as of February 2015

138,053Total

Voice
Come and Show the People of Minamisoma
Your Smiling Faces

Support performance as of February 2015

The number of trees planted
in the affected area

106,997

Employees who participated
in the disaster area as volunteers

Employees who participated in volunteer
activities in and around the Company

1,987Total

Support performance as of February 2015

Support targets by FY2021

trees300,000

Support targets by FY2021

300,000
employees

*Includes number of full-time employees who participated
  in volunteer activities in the disaster-hit areas.

Aeon’s Response to the Great East Japan Earthquake:“Project Aeon Joining Hands”Update Report 

In March 2012, Aeon took the decision to engage its entire organization in long-term measures to assist the recovery of 
disaster-hit areas, and launched “Project Aeon Joining Hands” based on three main activities. The company is committed 
to a 10-year plan of activities, running from FY2012 to FY2021. 
Given the need for a Medium- to long-term strategy as we progress with these activities, we have defined our “Medium- 
to Long-Term Plan,” which divides activities as a whole into three-year cycles, and will run until FY2021. 

“Project Aeon Joining Hands” has reached the end of its first period of activities, 
and has entered its second period of contributing to disaster-hit areas based 
on the key concepts of “Interaction and Creativity.” Based on the three principles of Aeon, which are “Peace,” 

“People” and “Community,” Aeon people throughout the 
world are committed to utilizing the diverse resources made 
available through Aeon’s business activities, exercising their 
creativity and contributing in creative ways to the recovery of 
the areas affected by the Great East Japan Earthquake 
disaster. For Aeon people, this is an opportunity to both 
realize and experience first hand Aeon’s principles, as well as 
an opportunity for personal growth. By extension, it is also an 
opportunity for them to grow as business people. 

We have been planting trees along the coastline of Iwate, 
Miyagi and Fukushima Prefectures. We have spent three years 
experiencing the fact that “Once you begin to plant trees, you 
can begin to create a forest.” Tree planting activities have 
enabled us to connect to local residents, and these 
connections will continue as we cultivate the forest, aiming for 
the recovery of a local community that benefits from the riches 
of nature.

Objective:
To ensure that everyone within the Group is aware of and understands the details of our project activities. 
Details of Activities:
-Partnership with non-profit and other organizations, and support for planned activities that meet local needs, and encourage
 the recovery of people’s lifestyles. 
-Aeon people to periodically visit the same areas throughout the year, and build links with local people.

● The Purpose of Supporting Recovery
We are supporting the sustainable recovery of local communities, in which people and 
industry coexist with nature, and where individuals feel connected with one another.

● The Project Vision
By combining the three principles of Aeon, which are “Peace,” “People” and “Community,” 
with the purpose of supporting recovery, we are able to objectively consider what we 
want to do and what we are able to do in order to achieve our aims. We will continue to 
contribute by being creative, engaging in activities, and walking alongside people living in 
disaster-affected areas, who are standing up to rebuild their communities.

Second Period

Expanding 
Independence

Objective:
Our Group companies, management and workforce will 
build relationships with different communities through 
interaction with local residents, supporting them over 
the long term, and implementing continuous support.

Third Period

Organization 
and Fulfillment

Objective:
To systematize the results of 
the project, and link them to 
further activities.

Outline of Measures Taken during the Period 
of Establishing Initial Structures
We have been active in Rikuzentakata city, Iwate prefecture, in 
FY2012, and active in Minamisoma city, Fukushima prefecture 
since FY2013. These activities continue today. Many Aeon 
people have visited the disaster-hit areas, and now, by 
experiencing life there more directly, and becoming involved 
in activities there, they are working to build strong 
relationships with local residents. 

We are so thankful to everyone involved in “Project 
Aeon Joining Hands.” They have continued to visit us 
from all over Japan, and worked alongside us as we 
have tried to restore the lives of people in Minamisoma. 
It is now four years since the disaster struck, and we 
have our hospitals open once again, as well as some 
restaurants. Little by little we are moving back towards 
our old lives, but we are still only part of the way there. 
In order to ensure that our residents remain positive, we 
would like you to continue to come and show us your 
smiling faces. We are looking forward to meeting you. 

Atsuko Suzuki
Director, Disaster 
Recovery and 
Reconstruction 
Volunteer Center
Minamisoma city 
Social Welfare 
Association

Measures Working towards the Second Period 
“Expanding Independence”
Activities in Fukushima prefecture’s Hama-dori, which aim to 
regenerate the local community and bring people back from 
the places they dispersed to after the nuclear accident, give 
us the opportunity to share the importance of thinking 
about, and being active in regard to, social problems in the 
places where they are happening, and to apply this experience to their lives within 
society and their work. To date, our volunteer activities were largely physical, but 
these are gradually transitioning into activities focused more on interaction between 
people. Through this interaction, we will continue to promote a program of contact 
that allows local residents and Aeon to connect and stimulate one another creatively.

Measures Working towards the Second Period 
“Expanding Independence”
Alongside local residents, who are active as a result of a 
desire to see the coastal woods restored in the Tohoku 
Area, people from various areas of Japan and different 
companies will come together to progress interaction 
between regions through tree planting activities. We 
aim to plant not only trees, but also fruit trees and 
flowers, in order to support the recovery of agriculture 
and tourism as well. In addition to this, we plan to work 
on the recovery of the wood in the village shrine, a 
favorite spot of local people, and plant trees in squares in 
front of stations, many of which were washed away.

Outline of Measures Taken during the Period 
of Establishing Initial Structures
Each company within our Group has now allocated a person in 
charge of advancing these activities, and we are continually 
implementing local training in the disaster-hit areas. Each of our 
group companies, and each member of our management and 
workforce, has been developing their own unique activities. We 
have held “Tohoku Recovery Markets,” and shown the 
documentary film “Utagokoro” nationwide, in order to promote 
the start of our project both within and outside the company.

In order to ensure that our recovery support activities 
continue over the long term, we need to connect with 
members of the local communities and ensure that our work 
is in line with what is needed in these areas. Our recovery 
work during the first three-year period (the Period of 
Establishing Initial Structures) has given rise to several good 
examples by Group companies based on engagement with 
the community and implementation of activities as a result. 
Based on this, we have defined the key concept for the 
second period as “Interaction and Creativity.” Aeon is 
committed to supporting further recovery by visiting the 
disaster-affected areas and using our experience gained from 
interacting with the residents to stand alongside them and 
offer creative means of assistance.

Tree planting in Rikuzenakasaki Station

Bringing back a lost lawn

Warm meal service (Maxvalu Tohoku)
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In March 2013, Aeon concluded the “Agreement Regarding 
Installment of a Large-Scale Commercial Facility and Contribution to 
the Local Community” with Kamaishi city in Iwate prefecture which 
is working hard toward reconstruction. Together with the city, Aeon 
opened Aeon Town Kamaishi in March 2014 to create a city that 
takes disaster prevention and evacuation systems into consideration. 
Towards the realization of safe and prosperous living, Aeon opened 
15 stores in the six prefectures of the Tohoku region during FY2014. 
We are also working together with government and regional 
organizations to conduct special projects for relaying cuisine and 
culture that is local to Tohoku.

Contributing to communities through our stores

Supporting through products

Aeon is supporting reconstruction and revitalization of Tohoku 
agriculture, fishing and livestock industries mainly through TOPVALU 
product lines and other products containing Tohoku ingredients 
with a “Reach! The Hearts of Tohoku" logo sticker and selling these 
items throughout Japan. Additionally, in cooperation with Sanriku 
Tetsudo Railway and the Kuji city Fishery Cooperative in Iwate 
prefecture, we developed Japan’s first “fast fish*” product. We 
initiated sales of that product in 2012, and have since been 
successively increasing our jointly developed product portfolio.

* Fish food that has been processed so that it can be casually but tastily enjoyed 
   without taking time to prepare.

Promoting support efforts together with our customers all over Japan

In order to serve as a bridge that connects disaster victims and our customers, we continue to engage in support efforts together with those 
customers to leverage Aeon’s unique infrastructure and initiatives. In FY2015, we donated a total of approx. 99,370,000 yen to foundations that 
support the “lives” and “education” of children in the prefectures of Iwate, Miyagi and Fukushima.

Aeon Happy Yellow Receipt Campaign

On the 11th of every month, which is Aeon 
Day, we conduct the “Aeon Happy Yellow 
Receipt Campaign.” Beginning in 2012, we 
extended our March campaign to three 
days. Under this campaign, we donate one 
percent of the value of yellow receipts 
placed in a dedicated box by customers to 
initiatives for supporting children in the 
Tohoku region.

Tohoku Reconstruction WAON Card

We issue a special “Tohoku Reconstruction WAON” card through 
which Aeon donates part of the proceeds to support activities in 
disaster-affected areas.

Aeon Town Kamaishi
Opened in March 2014

Garlic flavored boneless 
saury

Memorial 
ceremony

Minami Riasu Line WAON 
train

Recipients: Iwate 
Learning Hope Fund Recipients: Fukushima 

Donation for Orphans 
affected by Great East 
Japan Earthquake

Recipients: Great East Japan 
Earthquake Miyagi Children’s 
Fund

Catalog

Aizu Festival held with
Aizuwakamatsu city

Aeon’s Response to the Great East Japan Earthquake:Providing Support through Our Business ActivitiesUpdate Report 

Since the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred, Aeon has assisted the local people in their daily living and dedicated 
itself to reopening stores in disaster-affected areas that potentially serve as those areas’ economic infrastructure, 
including how the stores employ local people.
Yet, in municipalities that suffered tremendous damage, towns are in need of large-scale reconstruction that goes beyond 
reopening individual stores to include the redevelopment of peripheral infrastructure. Given that situation, Aeon has 
been striving to create employment by opening stores in the Tohoku area and providing goods and services that are 
convenient and help to enrich lifestyles.

Aeon continues its initiatives aimed at reconstructing and developing the Tohoku
region by assisting in the development of towns conducive to secure living
and the vitalization of the region’s agricultural, fishery and livestock industries.

Awards List from the outside (FY2014)

Primary environmental conservation and social contribution activities

Date Awards

MAY, 2014
The Brand Laureate Award 2013-2014
Received the Corporate Branding award for retailers (Aeon Malaysia)

JUL,   2014
Nikkei BP Eco Brand Survey 2014
Ranked third in the Environmental Brand Index rankings
Ranked third in the CSR Assessment rankings

SEP,   2014 Being adopted as a component of the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index

OCT,  2014
Honored for excellence in the Climate Disclosure Leadership Index (CDLI) for three years in a row
The Climate Performance Leadership Index (CPLI)

DEC,  2014
Received the Joint Grand Award in the Category of Public Space in the IAUD Award 2014 (Aeon Retail 
Co., Ltd.)

JAN,  2015
Received the Eighth Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism Award for Barrier-Free Design 
Contributor (Aeon Mall Co., Ltd.)

JAN,  2015 Ranked first in the retail sector in the Nikkei Environmental Management Survey (Aeon Retail Co., Ltd.)

JAN,  2015
Received the 2014 Grand Prize for Excellence in Energy Efficiency and Conservation 
(Director-General’s Prize, the Agency for Natural Resources and Energy)

JAN,  2015
RobecoSAM Sustainability Award 2015
Received the Bronze Class in Food and Staples Retailing

MAR, 2015 Received the Grand Prize in the Basic Achievement of the J-Win Diversity Award 2015

MAR, 2015 Recognized as a joint business with Japan Committee for United Nations Decade on Biodiversity (UNDB-J)

MAR, 2015 Selected in the 2014 Diversity Management Selection 100

MAR, 2015 Received the Outstanding Performance Award in “Japan Resilience Award 2015” (Aeon Mall Co., Ltd.)
■Overseas　■Japan

1965  Donation of 1,000 cherry trees to Okazaki city at the opening of the Okazaki Okadaya 
Store

1977 Established the JUSCO Company Welfare Fund (present day the Aeon Welfare Fund)
1979 Established Cultural Foundation of Okada
1989 Aeon Group 1% Club (present day Aeon 1% Club Foundation) was established
1990  Launched the JUSCO Earth-Friendly Committee Aeon 1% Club started the Small 

Ambassadors (present day Teenage Ambassadors) Program
  Established the Aeon Group Environmental Foundation (present day the Aeon 

Environmental Foundation)
1991  Launched the Aeon Hometown Forests Program, at JUSCO Malacca Store (present day 

Aeon Malacca Store) in Malaysia as its first store Started Clean & Green activities
  Commenced the Bring Your Own Shopping Bag Campaign on a trial basis (Began trial 

operation of the food tray collection and recycling campaign)
1992  Planted trees at JUSCO Shin Hisai Store (present day Aeon Hisai) the first sore in Japan 

under the Aeon Hometown Forests Program
1993  Started development of organic and other agricultural produce as the Gurinai (present 

day TOPVALU Gurinai) private label
1994  Formulated the independent Aeon Heart Building Design Standards based on the 

Heart Building Law (the Barrier Free New Law from December 2006). Opened JUSCO 
Minamikata Store as the first building in Japan certified under the Heart Building Law

1995 Introduced returnable food container and reusable hanger systems
1996 Launched the Environment Committee
1997 Founded the JUSCO Children’s Eco Club (present day the Aeon Cheers Club)
1998  Aeon Environmental Foundation conducted the 1st tree planting project to revitalize 

the forests at the Great Wall of China
2000  Launched the My Basket and My Bag Campaigns Commenced development of 

SELF+SERVICE ecology shops Acquired ISO 14001 certification across the entire 
company

2001  Changed company name to Aeon Co., Ltd. and started the Aeon Day Started the Aeon 
Happy Yellow Receipt Campaign Aeon 1% Club started support for the construction of 
schools

2002  Started Aeon Clean Road Activities in partnership with the Volunteer Support Program 
of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

2003 Began use of biomass packaging materials
 Formulated the Aeon Supplier Code of Conduct
2004  Formulated the Basic Policy for the Prevention of Global Warming Announced 

participation in the Global Compact advocated by the United Nations
  Achieved SA8000 certification for TOPVALU supplier management and Aeon 

headquarters operations
 Commenced sales of TOPVALU Fairtrade Coffee under the TOPVALU label
2005 First Eco Store, Aeon Chikusa SC (present day Aeon Town Chikusa), opened

2006  Stores and shopping centers acquired chain of custody certification for processing 
and distribution of MSC-certified products (MSC-CoC), the first such certification by a 
general retailer in Japan Aeon 1% Club started Aeon Scholarship Program

2007  Stop Free Plastic Shopping Bag Program began with the JUSCO Higashiyamanijou 
Store

  Aeon Co., Ltd. became the first company in the general retailing industry to sign an 
agreement on initiatives towards the establishment of a recycling-oriented society 
with the Japanese Ministry of the Environment

 Aeon 1% Club started Aeon Sukusuku Laboratory
2008  Aeon Co., Ltd. formulated the Aeon Manifesto on the Prevention of Global Warming, 

becoming the first retailer in Japan to name a specific goal for reducing output of CO2

 Started Aeon Clean Japan Campaign
 Started PET Bottle Cap Collection Campaign
 Started Rice Paddy Activities for Elementary School Students
2009  Trial sales of Carbon Footprint product labeling for nine varieties across seven 

TOPVALU products
 Aeon Environmental Foundation established Japan Awards for Biodiversity
 Participated in Japan Climate Leaders’ Partnership as a founding member
 Opened a FSC® certified store for the first time as a convenience store in Japan
2010 Established Aeon Biodiversity Principle
  Aeon 1% Club started ASEAN University Students Environmental Forum (present day 

Asia Youth Leaders) and Aeon-UNICEF Safe Water Campaign
  The Tree planting project to revitalize the forests at the Great Wall of China by the 

Aeon Environmental Foundation, the number of seeding planted reached one million
 The MIDORI Prize for Biodiversity established by the Aeon Environmental Foundation
2011 Established Aeon Sustainability Principle
 Announced Aeon Natural Refrigerants Declaration
2012 Developed KPI System
 Aeon Environmental Foundation started Asian Students Environment Platform
 Aeon 1% Club started Aeon Eco-1 Grand Prix
 Twelfth Eco Store, Aeon Mall Funabashi, opened
 Established the Sustainable Management Committee
 Started Aeon Eco Project
 Started Project Aeon Joining Hands
2013 The first store of Smart Aeon, Aeon Mall Yahata Higashi, opened
 Obtained ISO 50001 for the first time in the Japanese retail industry
 Total number of tree planting exceeded 10 million
2014  Formulated the Aeon Sustainable Procurement Principle / Aeon Sustainable Seafood 

Procurement Policy
 Started sales of Aquaculture Stewardship Council (ASC) certified products
 Seventh Smart Aeon, Aeon Mall Kisarazu, opened
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